NY FORWARD SAFETY PLAN TEMPLATE
Each business or entity, including those that have been designated as essential under Empire State
Development's Essential Business Guidance, must develop a written Safety Plan outlining how its workplace
will prevent the spread of COVID-19. A business may fill out this template to fulfill the requirement, or may
develop its own Safety Plan. This plan does not need to be submitted to a state agency for approval but
must be retained on the premises of the business and must made available to the New York State
Department of Health (DOH) or local health or safety authorities in the event of an inspection.
Business owners should refer to the State’s industry-specific guidance for more information on how to safely
operate. For a list of regions and sectors that are authorized to re-open, as well as detailed guidance for each
sector, please visit: forward.ny.gov. If your industry is not included in the posted guidance but your
businesses has been operating as essential, please refer to ESD's Essential Business Guidance
Please continue to regularly check the New York Forward site for
guidance that is applicable to your business or certain parts of your business functions
.

COVID-19 Reopening Safety Plan
Name of Business:
Elmwood Day School, Inc.

Industry:
Educational Services

Address:
900 Dobbs Ferry Road; White Plains, NY 10607

Contact Information:
914-592-8577; Directors@elmwooddayschool.com

Owner/Manager of Business:
Jane Arcaya and Lori Kornrich

Human Resources Representative and Contact Information, if applicable:
Lori Kornrich

I. PEOPLE
A. Physical Distancing. To ensure employees comply with physical distancing requirements, you agree
that you will do the following:
Ensure 6 ft. distance between personnel, unless safety or core function of the work activity requires
a shorter distance. Any time personnel are less than 6 ft. apart from one another, personnel must
wear acceptable face coverings.
Tightly confined spaces will be occupied by only one individual at a time, unless all occupants are
wearing face coverings. If occupied by more than one person, will keep occupancy under 50% of
maximum capacity.
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Post social distancing markers using tape or signs that denote 6 ft. of spacing in commonly used
and other applicable areas on the site (e.g. clock in/out stations, health screening stations)
Limit in-person gatherings as much as possible and use tele- or video-conferencing whenever
possible. Essential in-person gatherings (e.g. meetings) should be held in open, well-ventilated
spaces with appropriate social distancing among participants.
Establish designated areas for pick-ups and deliveries, limiting contact to the extent possible.
List common situations that may not allow for 6 ft. of distance between individuals. What measures
will you implement to ensure the safety of your employees in such situations?
We have eliminated situations that historically have led our employees to congregate. For example we will not provide
lunch in order to reduce use of the kitchen. Student lunches will be stored in coolers in their classrooms, and we will not
hold indoor staff meetings. Student arrival and dismissal may lead to momentary proximity between individual
employees. Employees will wear masks and those doing temperature checks will have an additional barrier such as a
face shield. A microphone or walkie talkie will be used to relay important information so people can stay distant and there
isn't a need to project one's voice. We will reduce the number of staff members at this time to only essential employees
and have clear posts for each person.

How you will manage engagement with customers and visitors on these requirements (as applicable)?

Signage instructs parents to keep car windows up and for visitors to maintain physical distancing requirements.
Staff meetings will be held outdoors with social distancing among participants or virtually, over Zoom.
Parent teacher conferences will be held over the phone or virtually.
Parents were informed of requirements in the parent handbook including that parent visits will not be permitted this school
year.
Prospective parents will tour the outdoors only and only do so when school is not in session. They may also be invited for
a virtual tour.

How you will manage industry-specific physical social distancing (e.g., shift changes, lunch breaks)
(as applicable)?

Most staff members are part time and will not be taking lunch breaks. Those that do will eat outdoors at covered picnic
tables and benches, with more than 6 ft distance from others. In inclement weather they will eat in unoccupied
classrooms and offices, again at a distance, and with only one person permitted in smaller spaces.
Most morning and afternoon employees will not overlap during shift changes as there is a break in the middle of the day.
For employees that change shifts to supervise lunch/take a lunch break/resume class time, there will only be 2
employees trading places in any area so distancing between them can be ensured.

II. PLACES
A. Protective Equipment. To ensure employees comply with protective equipment requirements, you
agree that you will do the following:
Employers must provide employees with an acceptable face covering at no-cost to the employee
and have an adequate supply of coverings in case of replacement.
What quantity of face coverings – and any other PPE – will you need to procure to ensure that
you always have a sufficient supply on hand for employees and visitors? How will you procure
these supplies?
Our current supply to begin the school year is as follows:
3000 3 layer disposable adult masks
2000 3 layer disposable child sized masks
face shields for every employee
3000 Large disposable latex-free trade-appropriate gloves
2500 Medium disposable latex-free trade-appropriate gloves
goggles
KN95 masks (FDA approved)
Smocks (at least 2 per employee)
We have various suppliers to procure additional supplies including but not limited to JH Paper Company, Amazon and
Staples. In addition, we have a partnership with Elmwood Day Camp who has a large supply of PPE as well as many
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Face coverings must be cleaned or replaced after use or when damaged or soiled, may not be
shared, and should be properly stored or discarded.
What policy will you implement to ensure that PPE is appropriately cleaned, stored, and/or discarded?
We will have garbage cans in every area of the school including but not limited to classrooms, hallways and bathrooms.
Employees wearing their own cloth masks will be provided with small disposable bag to place their soiled or damaged
masks and will be asked to put them with their personal belongings. Employees will be trained on how to properly put on,
remove, store, clean, and dispose of PPE. Employees will be responsible for cleaning their own cloth masks, smocks,
goggles, and face shields. Additional new PPE will be stored in a consistent, marked location for employees to easily
access.

Limit the sharing of objects and discourage touching of shared surfaces; or, when in contact with
shared objects or frequently touched areas, wear gloves (trade-appropriate or medical); or, sanitize
or wash hands before and after contact.

Employees will wash hands (or sanitize) prior to opening the employee refrigerator. Employees will be assigned
bathrooms to limit sharing. There will be EcoLab (CDC approved) cleaner/disinfectant/sanitizing solution in each
bathroom, as well as in the kitchen, with a supply of microfiber towels and paper towels to use. Employees will clean the
bathroom after use. High touch areas such as door knobs, light switches, railings etc. will be disinfected and sanitized
with a CDC approved solution i.e. a bleach solution. There will be a full-time staff member who will be cleaning,
disinfecting and sanitizing all high touch areas such as hand railings throughout the day. Doors will be left open in order
to maximize airflow and avoid the need to touch. If a staff member needs to make a phone call, they will be encouraged
to use their cell phones. When the office phone is needed, they will follow protocol including sanitizing the phone before
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Adhere to hygiene and sanitation requirements from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) and Department of Health (DOH) and maintain cleaning logs on site that document date, time,
and scope of cleaning.
Who will be responsible for maintaining a cleaning log? Where will the log be kept?
The cleaning logs for indoor areas will be maintained by the Maintenance Director. They will be kept in each area (e.g.
each bathroom and classroom will have its own log). Outdoor play areas (gaga, bikes, soccer, basketball) will have logs
stored in weatherproof containers and will be filled out by the teacher after she cleans shared materials such as hula
hoops, playground balls, and bike handles. There will be a specific area for children to place used materials so that each
item is properly cleaned after the activity period.

Provide and maintain hand hygiene stations for personnel, including handwashing with soap, water,
and paper towels, or an alcohol-based hand sanitizer containing 60% or more alcohol for areas
where handwashing is not feasible.
Where on the work location will you provide employees with access to the appropriate hand
hygiene and/or sanitizing products and how will you promote good hand hygiene?
There are sinks throughout the indoor building and some sinks outside as well. Each sink inside has a soap pump and a
touchless paper towel dispenser. There is a garbage can in or near each bathroom. There will be hand washing signs
posted near all bathrooms demonstrating the steps of proper hand washing. Each indoor classroom will have pumps or
spray bottles of alchohol-based hand sanitizer. There will be hand washing and/or hand sanitizing stations in all outdoor
areas. In addition, teachers will carry a bag with them which will contain a hand santizer specifically for the teacher and
that pod of students. Hand washing and sanitizing will be a big part of our daily schedule. Children and teachers will wash
and sanitize between periods, before eating, after using the bathroom, etc.
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Conduct regular cleaning and disinfection at least after every shift, daily, or more frequently as
needed, and frequent cleaning and disinfection of shared objects (e.g. tools, machinery) and
surfaces, as well as high transit areas, such as restrooms and common areas, must be completed.
What policies will you implement to ensure regular cleaning and disinfection of your worksite and
any shared objects or materials, using products identified as effective against COVID-19?
The classroom teacher uses EcoLab on high touch classroom areas after the classroom session. The classroom teacher
uses EcoLab to clean the bathroom after the pod has used it. Children will receive their own play bins, art materials, math
materials, etc for their individual use. When there is a material shared among the children in a pod, children will wash or
sanitize hands before and after use. If the material is to be used by another pod, the material will be cleaned and
sanitized after use. An example of a shared material would be a bicycle. In this instance, clean bikes will be stored in one
consistent part of the play area. After a child uses a bike, they will bring it to the "car wash" part of the play area and it will
not be reused until it has been properly cleaned. If there is a morning pod and afternoon pod using the same classroom,
they will be encouraged to maintain separate bins of materials for their pod's use only. If there is a shared material, it
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you agree that you will do the following:

Post signage throughout the site to remind personnel to adhere to proper hygiene, social distancing
rules, appropriate use of PPE, and cleaning and disinfecting protocols.
Establish a communication plan for employees, visitors, and customers with a consistent means to
provide updated information.
Maintain a continuous log of every person, including workers and visitors, who may have close
contact with other individuals at the work site or area; excluding deliveries that are performed with
appropriate PPE or through contactless means; excluding customers, who may be encouraged to
provide contact information to be logged but are not mandated to do so.
Which employee(s) will be in charge of maintaining a log of each person that enters the site
(excluding customers and deliveries that are performed with appropriate PPE or through contactless
means), and where will the log be kept?
Our Operations Manager will keep a clipboard with a log of each person that enters the site and the log will be kept in the
gatehouse near the entrance to the site during business hours. After hours, the log will be kept in the front hallway.

If a worker tests positive for COVID-19, employer must immediately notify state and local health
departments and cooperate with contact tracing efforts, including notification of potential
contacts, such as workers or visitors who had close contact with the individual, while maintaining
confidentiality required by state and federal law and regulations.
If a worker tests positive for COVID-19, which employee(s) will be responsible for notifying state and
local health departments?
Lori Kornrich and Jane Arcaya will be responsible for notifying state and local health departments.
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III. PROCESS
A. Screening. To ensure the business and its employees comply with protective equipment requirements,
you agree that you will do the following:
Implement mandatory health screening assessment (e.g. questionnaire, temperature check) before
employees begin work each day and for essential visitors, asking about (1) COVID-19 symptoms in
past 14 days, (2) positive COVID-19 test in past 14 days, and/or (3) close contact with confirmed or
suspected COVID-19 case in past 14 days. Assessment responses must be reviewed every day and
such review must be documented.
What type(s) of daily health and screening practices will you implement? Will the screening be done
before employee gets to work or on site? Who will be responsible for performing them, and how will
those individuals be trained?
Employees and families will use an app through SchoolCues, a communication platform, to fill out a health screening
assessment each morning prior to arrival at school. The health screening will include a questionnaire and temperature
check. All assessments will be printed, reviewed and checked each morning. If an employee or parent has not submitted
the information using the app, a paper health screening assessment will be provided upon arrival and that employee (or
guardian) will need to fill it out then. It will be reviewed prior to allowing that person to enter the site. In additon, a second
temperature check for all employees and students (using an infrared thermometer) will be done upon arrival. Staff
members who are taking the temperatures will be wearing a mask, and either a face shield or goggles.

If screening onsite, how much PPE will be required for the responsible parties carrying out the
screening practices? How will you supply this PPE?
We anticipate the majority of families and staff will use the SchoolCues app to submit their health screening assessment.
The staff members (we anticipate fewer than five members) who will take the daily temperature will be supplied with
disposable 3 layer masks, their own face shield and/or pair of goggles. Staff members who screen will be required to
clean and store their own PPE. These staff members can wear their own cloth masks to work each day if they choose to.

B. Contact tracing and disinfection of contaminated areas. To ensure the business and its employees
comply with contact tracing and disinfection requirements, you agree that you will do the following:
Have a plan for cleaning, disinfection, and contact tracing in the event of a positive case.
In the case of an employee testing positive for COVID-19, how will you clean the applicable
contaminated areas? What products identified as effective against COVID-19 will you need and how
will you acquire them?
All facilities that the individual came in to contact with will be deep cleaned and disinfected per CDC guidelines. EcoLab
products will be used, which our landlord is providing.

In the case of an employee testing positive for COVID-19, how will you trace close contacts in the
workplace? How will you inform close contacts that they may have been exposed to COVID-19?
All employees have a highly specific schedule, which denotes their precise locations throughout the day. Close contacts
that may have been exposed will be informed immediately by email or text message through SchoolCues with a health
alert in the subject line. If we find out about the positive test during the school day, the exposed pod will put on masks and
be quarantined in their classroom, while families are called and we await pickup. Children will be escorted outside to their
guardians. We will work directly with the county health department contact tracers to determine the best course as to
testing requirements and when students and staff may return. We will prepare a list of all possible contacts and share
with Department of Health contact tracers.
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IV. OTHER
Please use this space to provide additional details about your business’s Safety Plan, including
anything to address specific industry guidance.
We proactively reduced the number of students and their schedules in order to dedensify classrooms. We eliminated
enrichment activities, which previously involved mixing groups of children. We also eliminated lunch rooms to ensure children
eat in their own classroom only.We have redesigned outdoor spaces to accommodate our plan of spending as time outdoors
as possible, as this reduces transmission. We will use our fields, playgrounds, and covered decks as classrooms. Parents will
be asked to dress the children for the weather. Every pod has also been assigned an indoor classroom space for inclement
weather. We'll keep doors and windows open whenever possible to help with air flow. Pods will be scheduled for playground
time so that only one pod will play at a playground per session.
We have staggered arrival and dismissal times. We have also assigned each student an ID number. Large car tags hanging in
the rearview mirror will help us identify cars and avoid contact with parents. Parents will be required to wear masks at all times
during arrival and dismissal.
Parents and employees will be required to call the school to report any absence and the reason.
Parents and employees have received detailed protocol for when to stay home as well as for return to school procedures:
If a child or employee does not feel well enough to participate comfortably in routine activities, the child or employee should not
be in school and will be sent home. The bar is higher than in years past. All people should feel 100% healthy to attend school.
Anyone with a fever of 100°F or greater and/or symptoms of possible COVID-19 virus infection will be sent home. If anyone
has had close contact with confirmed or suspected COVID-19 cases in the past 14 days, they will not be permitted in school. A
close contact is defined as anyone you have been within 6 feet of for 15 minutes or more.
If anyone develops COVID-19 symptoms and/or a fever of 100°F or higher during the school day, they will be supervised in an
isolated area while awaiting transport home. We will refer such persons to a healthcare provider and use CDC guidelines to
determine when the person can return to school.
Returning to School Procedures
According to the CDC Interim Guidance released July 17, 2020, the following rules apply:
If a person is not diagnosed by a healthcare provider (physician, nurse practitioner, or physician assistant) with COVID-19 they
can return to school:
• Once there is no fever, without the use of fever reducing medicines, and they have felt well for 24 hours; • If they have been
diagnosed with another condition and have a healthcare provider written note stating they are clear to return to school.
If a person is diagnosed with COVID-19 by a healthcare provider based on a test or their symptoms or does not get a
COVID-19 test but has had symptoms, they should not be at school and should stay at home until: • It has been at least ten
days since the individual first had symptoms; • It has been at least three days since the individual has had a fever (without
using fever reducing medicine); and • It has been at least three days since the individual’s symptoms improved, including
cough and shortness of breath. Decisions about when individuals can return to school will be made in accordance with the
most up to date information from the CDC.
Pods and Physical Distancing
We are planning for 6-7 children in a pod with one teacher. The head teacher will have designed plans for all. We have
designated different entrances and exits and specific traffic patterns so that groups can easily distance. Pods will be more than
6 ft away from other pod at all times. Children will be permitted be in physical proximity with members of their own pod only.
We will encourage giving others personal space, though, and discourage hugging and handholding. We will develop other
ways of showing interest and affection towards one another.
Masks or Face Shields
All staff will be required to wear a mask (a cloth mask brought from home or a disposable 3 layer mask). If a staff member
does not have a mask, we will provide 3 layer disposable masks for them. Staff members will be provided with a face shield,
which they can wear in addition to the mask (the face shield is optional). We wrote to families suggesting their children wear
masks to the best of their abilities. We informed them that the CDC says children above age 2 should wear simple cloth face
coverings to slow COVID and that they should wear them as much as possible. We continued that just like we remind and
teach children to properly wash hands, we can teach children to wear a mask. We assured families that school will support the
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We informed parents of the following snack and lunch protocols:
Students must bring their own snack and lunch (if applicable). All items must be peanut and tree-nut free. They may not be
processed on shared equipment, or contain traces of peanuts or tree-nuts. Parents must check all food labels.
Teachers will check all packaged
food labels to ensure
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All snack and lunch items must be completely disposable.
Water will be provided by school.
Lunch should be placed in a brown paper bag with the child’s name clearly printed on it.
Lunch will be stored in coolers until the lunch time.

State and Federal Resources for Businesses and Entities
As these resources are frequently updated, please stay current on state and federal guidance issued in
response to COVID-19.
General Information
New York State Department of Health (DOH) Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) Website
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Coronavirus (COVID-19) Website
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) COVID-19 Website
Workplace Guidance
CDC Guidance for Businesses and Employers to Plan, Prepare and Respond to Coronavirus
Disease 2019
OSHA Guidance on Preparing Workplaces for COVID-19
Personal Protective Equipment Guidance
DOH Interim Guidance on Executive Order 202.16 Requiring Face Coverings for Public and
Private Employees
OSHA Personal Protective Equipment
Cleaning and Disinfecting Guidance
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) Registered Disinfectants of COVID-19
DOH Interim Guidance for Cleaning and Disinfection of Public and Private Facilities for COVID-19
CDC Cleaning and Disinfecting Facilities
Screening and Testing Guidance
DOH COVID-19 Testing
CDC COVID-19 Symptoms
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